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Abstract— In the last years, the two networking paradigms
Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV), are driving the Internet evolution from a
pure transport network, to a user-centric platform providing
customers with different levels of quality according to their
needs. By leveraging on these technologies, the European project
INPUT has defined the concept of Personal Networks, an
extension of the user’s home Local Area Network (LAN), also
including virtual images of physical devices. In this context, for
many reasons that will be presented in the paper, it could be very
useful to export a real hardware or software resource, that is
physically or virtually located in the same Personal Network of a
given user (e.g. a smart TV or a virtual set-top-box), to another
Personal Network. With this in mind, this paper proposes the
architecture that allows to instantiate a virtual presence in a
Personal Network, in such a way that it allows using it as present
locally in the visited personal network. The presented results are
compliant with the SDN/NFV platform developed within the EU
project INPUT.
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Home Entertainment

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the enormous development of mobile and
personal devices has incentivized a transformation of the
Internet from a pure telecommunications network that was able
to only transport user data from one end to another end of the
world, to a user-centric platform providing customers with a
plethora of services characterized by levels of quality decided
according to the requirements of each customer. In this context,
the two networking paradigms Software Defined Networks
(SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) are
driving this evolution, which is often referred to as the
softwarization process of the network [1]. SDN was defined to
decouple the control plane of a telecommunication network
from the data plane, so allowing a dynamic and flexible routing
that can be programmatically decided for each flow crossing
the network [2-3]. NFV, on the other hand, by leveraging on
cloud technologies, proposes to implement network functions
as software tools running within virtual machines or other
kinds of execution containers, in such a way that they can be
managed as with jobs within data centers [4-5]. The joint
application of SDN and NFV allows running network functions
as Virtual Network Functions (VNF), optimizing their
placement in the network, and steering traffic through their
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instances according to some policies implemented by the
centralized SDN controller [6].
Moreover, thanks to the virtualization of network resources,
according to the time-variant status of the traffic, it is possible
to apply consolidation policies, that is, to concentrate VNFs on
few servers, in order to switch off as many servers as possible,
with the aim of reducing energy consumption, which is one of
the most criticalities of the current Internet [7-11].
By leveraging on these technologies, together with the
widespread of the paradigm of fog computing [12], and starting
from the Use Case #7 in [39], 4the European project INPUT
[13] has defined a platform that is able to provide customers
with in-network cloud services, that is, network and application
services that are typically available in clouds, but with servers
that are located in the network very close to the users, with an
edge-computing approach.
One of the main gains of this approach is the definition of
the concept of Personal Network (PN), an extension of the
user’s home Local Area Network (LAN), achieved by
connecting not only physical devices, but also virtual Smart
Devices, i.e. virtual images that are able to replace physical
Smart Devices (SDs) usually located in users’ homes (e.g., settop-boxes, etc.), and providing them “as a Service” (SDaaS).
Given the importance of video streaming forecasted in the
next few years [14], the INPUT project has considered the
virtual set-top-box (vSTB) as a use case to demonstrate the
power of the proposed platform. It is a virtualization of a
physical set-top-box that content providers, which offer
services like pay-per-view of live and on-demand video
streaming, provide today to their customers. Virtualized on the
node at the edge of the Telco Operator network where the
home LAN is attached, it applies the DLNA protocol [15] to
behave as a shared multimedia home resource to be accessed
by local smart TVs.
In this paper, we propose the VNF Virtual Presence, an
add-on of the Personal Network concept aimed at exporting a
real hardware or software resource, which is physically or
virtually located in the same Personal Network of a given user,
towards another Personal Network. The application of this
facility proposed by the INPUT project gives the possibility to
a user that is far from his home, for example in a hotel for
business or leisure, to ask to the hotel reception to export the
smart TV of his room towards his Personal Network. In this
way, he can watch, on the hotel TV, all the contents that are
available on both the physical devices connected to his remote
home LAN and on the virtual devices connected to his Personal
Network.
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Figure 1: Reference Scenario

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
reference scenario considered in this paper. Section III
introduces the smart-device sharing service provided by the
proposed Virtual Presence VNF. Some examples of application
of the Virtual Presence VNF are given in Section IV. Section V
concludes the work and provides some hint for future work.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The reference system considered in this paper is the
platform proposed by the INPUT project. As shown in Fig. 1, it
is constituted by the Telco Operator Core Network that, besides
providing connectivity to all its customers, is able to run
network and application functions that are virtualized over a
hypervisor layer installed in its nodes, according to the NFV
paradigm. In the following, we will refer to the above functions
as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) and Virtual
Application Functions (VAFs). Moreover, in line with the NFV
terminology specified in [16], each node of the network will be
called NFVI Point-of-Presence (NFVI-PoP). Each customer
network, deployed in either residential or business buildings, is
connected to an NFVI-PoP node at the edge of the network.
A centralized entity, the Network Orchestrator, implements
the Management & Orchestration (MANO) policies to manage
the overall network, launching/scaling/destroying VNF and
VAF instances on NFVI-PoP nodes [17]. It also communicates
with the SDN Controller, whose task is to realize service
chains by connecting VNF and VAF instances by dynamically
implementing ad-hoc routing through all the SDN switches
available in the network.
One of the most important elements proposed by the
INPUT project is the concept of Personal Network. A Personal
Network is defined as an extension of a home local area
network, realized by including virtualized smart objects
running within execution containers (e.g. virtual machines,
Linux containers, etc.) launched in the NFVI-PoPs. Each
Personal Network is identified by a unique identifier, the
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Figure 2: Personal Network

Personal Network Id, which can be, for example, the email
address of its owner.
As shown in Fig. 2, besides mobile devices, smart TVs,
Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices, printers and game
consoles, which are physical devices, other elements can
belong to a personal network, like for example, virtual set-topboxes, virtual game consoles, virtual storage devices, and so on
[37]. Moreover, the main element of a personal network is the
Virtual Home Gateway (vHG), a virtualization of the Customer
Premise Equipment (CPE) that today is present in houses and
enterprise buildings to provide them with Internet connectivity
[38]. More specifically, the INPUT project proposes to
substitute the router installed in residential and enterprise
networks with a switch, and moving the router in the Central
Office node at the edge of the network as a virtualized entity.
In this way, all the functions typically provided today by a
basic router, e.g. NAT, firewall and DHCP, are provided by the
vHG as VNFs.
The vHG has an HTTP interface accessible from any
mobile device where the INPUT app is installed. Through this
interface, the personal network owner can browse information
regarding the status of its vHG, configure the active services,
and activate or deactivate additional services. Active services
can be both network services, like NAT and DHCP that are
active by default, and application services, like virtual set-topbox (vSTB), virtual game console (vGC), and so on.
An additional feature that is available through the graphical
interface of the vHG is the management of the personal
network. More specifically, the personal network owner can
view the list of all the devices, either physical and virtual, that
belong to the personal network and, by clicking on one of
them, he can retrieve its information and configure it, if any. In
the vHG website area of the personal network it is possible to
use the smart-device sharing (SDS) service, that is the object of

(a) Personal networks before smart-device sharing

(b) Personal networks after smart-device sharing
Figure 3: Scenario considered as example to describe the smart-device sharing (SDS) service

this paper, and that will be described in details in the next
section.
III. SMART-DEVICE SHARING SERVICE
The smart-device sharing service is a network service that
allows a smart device (SD), either physical or virtual,
belonging to a personal network PN1, to be exported to another
personal network, in the following referred to as PN2, in order
to be also used by users of this last personal network.
Figure 3 depicts this scenario, where three devices are
present in each of the two considered personal networks. In the
following, we will present the case in which the PN1 Owner
shares its Device 2 with the personal network PN2.
Section III.A will describe the actions that have to be done
by the PN1 Owner and the PN2 Owner to realize this sharing
operation. The implementation of this service will be presented
in Section III.B.
A. Smart Device Sharing Setup
Let us describe the case in which the PN1 Owner shares its
smart device D2 with the personal network PN2. The initial
state is depicted in Fig. 3.a, while Fig. 3.b presents the final

state, where the smart device D2 is seen in the personal
network PN2, and can be used there with a PN2-local IP
address, which is 192.168.0.13 in the example shown in Fig.
3.b.
In order to correctly realize the underlying communications
framework, it is necessary to logically export the IP interfaces
of the involved smart devices towards the remote PNs, so that
in each personal network there is an IP address that represents a
specific remote device uniquely. To accomplish this goal, it is
necessary to instantiate, on each PN, a virtual network function
(VNF) called virtual presence (VP). As shown in Fig. 4, this
VNF has two interfaces:
 the External Interface (EI) that is in charge of the
communication with the remote virtual presence
through an overlay network;


the Virtualization Interface (VI), that is an interface
towards the local personal network, and has as many
IP addresses (realized through IP aliases on the same
eth interface) as the number of devices in the remote
PN it represents.

Figure 4: Personal networks implementation by using virtual presence VNFs

For the sake of clarity, in the following, the PN1 and the
PN2 network address will also be represented as x.x.x.0 and
y.y.y.0, respectively.

TABLE 1. ADDRESS TRANSLATION TABLE

IP PN1
192.168.0.15
192.168.0.27
192.168.0.31

The smart-device sharing service is activated according to
the steps listed below:
1.

2.

3.

The PN1 Owner, by accessing its vHG, labeled as
vHG1 in Fig. 3, through the web interface, selects the
smart device he wants to share among the devices
listed in the “personal network” area of vHG1 website
(Let D2 the chosen SD, as assumed in Fig. 3). By
clicking on the “SD share” option, he specifies the
unique personal network Id of PN2 (as said so far, this
Id can be constituted by the e-mail address of the PN2
Owner).
The PN2 Owner receives a notification asking the
authorization to import the device D2 from the
personal network PN1.
If the PN2 Owner accepts this request, the vHG2
communicates to the Network Orchestrator the list of
local IP addresses of the smart devices that are active
at that moment in its own personal network PN2.

4.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the Network Orchestrator
launches in the PN1 the VNF VP2, providing the
network service of virtual presence within the PN1 of
all the PN2 devices. In the specific case shown in Fig.
4, the VI of VP2 has the addresses x.x.x.31, x.x.x.15
and x.x.x.27 to represent the PN2 devices D4, D5 and
D6, respectively.

5.

The Network Orchestrator provides the VP2 with the
list of the local IP addresses of the PN2 devices, that
is, y.y.y.3, y.y.y.2 and y.y.y.5, respectively.

6.

The VP2 creates the address translation table
matching the list of the IP addresses received by the
Network Orchestrator to the list containing the local
IP addresses of its VIs.

IP PN2
192.168.0.2
192.168.0.5
192.168.0.3

7.

At the same time, a virtual presence, called VP1, is
instantiated in PN2, with the EI that is in charge of
communicating with the remoteVP2 in PN1, and one
VI to represent the remote device D2 within the PN2.

8.

The Network Orchestrator creates an overlay network
between the EIs of the two virtual presences VP1 and
VP2.

As shown in Figure 4, the two VPs are connected to each
other through an overlay network with interfaces 10.0.0.1 and
10.0.0.2, while 91.45.0.25 and 91.45.0.10 are the two public
interfaces of vHG1 and vHG2, respectively.
B. Virtual Presence Functionalities
In order to allow the virtual presences to handle packets
directed towards or coming from devices belonging to the
remote PN, it is necessary to keep in memory an address
translation table (ATT). It contains the relationships between
the local IP addresses of the personal network where the smart
device has been exported (i.e. PN2, in our case), and the
relative local IP addresses of the VI used in the personal
network where that smart device is physically located.
This table can be placed either in the virtual presence VP2
in the PN1, or in the virtual presence VP1 in the PN2. This
choice is up to the Network Orchestrator, and does not
influence the result. Therefore, in the following we assume to
place this table in the virtual presence VP2, that is, in the
virtual presence belonging to the personal network that exports
the smart device. The ATT is shown in Table 1. We will
analyze two cases, one occurring when packets are received by
VP2, and the other when packets are received by VP1.

VP2 receives a packet
If the packet arrives to VP2 from its Virtualization Interface:
 If the packet sender is not the shared device D2, the packet
is ignored because it has to remain in the PN1;
 If the packet sender is the shared device D2:
o if the packet destination is a specific device in the PN2,
then VP2 modifies, according to the ATT, the
destination IP address field in the received packet, in
order to allow VP1, that does not own the ATT, to
properly forward the packet to the correct recipient;
otherwise, if the packet is sent as a broadcast packet to
all the devices in the PN2, then its destination is not
changed by the VP2;
o then VP2 encapsulates the packet in another IP packet
and forwards it to VP1 through the overlay network,
from the interface 10.0.0.1 to the interface 10.0.0.2.
If the packet arrives to VP2 from its External Interface:
 VP2 extracts the packet after the encapsulation that the
remote virtual presence VP1 had previously operated;
 then VP2 modifies, according to the ATT, the source IP
address field, in order to allow the shared device D2 to
identify the remote smart device, i.e. the sender, which is
locally represented by an IP address of the VI associated to
it;
 then VP2 modifies the destination IP address field, putting
the local IP address of the shared device D2;
 then VP2 recalculates the checksum;
 finally, through its Virtualization Interface, VP2 sends the
packet to D2.
VP1 receives a packet
If the packet arrives to VP1 from its Virtualization Interface:
 VP1 encapsulates the packet in another IP packet and
forwards it to the remote VP2 through the overlay network.
Against the previous case, now VP1 does not translate the
IP addresses because the ATT is not installed on it; this will
be done by VP2 when it will receive the packet.
 If the packet arrives to VP1 from its External Interface:
 VP1 extracts the packet after the encapsulation that the
remote VP2 had previously operated;
 then VP1 modifies the source IP address field putting the
address of its own virtualization interface (the destination
IP address had already been modified by the remote VP);
specifically, it sets the source IP address field to
192.168.0.27.
 then VP1 recalculates the checksum;
 finally, VP1 sends the packet to the proper recipient, as
specified in the destination field set by VP2. Of course, in

the case the packet is broadcast, the packet will arrive to all
the PN2 devices.
IV. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATIONS OF THE VIRTUAL PRESENCE
The smart-device sharing service proposed in this paper has
many important application scenarios besides the one presented
in the Introduction section, regarding the possibility of
connecting the hotel room TV to the own personal network to
watch multimedia contents that are available on home devices.
Two other important application scenarios are remote
learning and video surveillance.
Remote learning is an application service that aims at
creating a virtual classroom where a teacher meets his students
with a multipoint audio-video channel, and share some
educational material with them. Given that the number of user
groups that are concurrently active in this specific case can be
fairly large, neither multicast IP for its control complexity
associated with group set-up and maintenance [18], nor other
schemes including Simple Multicast [19], Express [20],
Source-Specific Multicast [21], that require substantial changes
to the network infrastructure, are suitable for this kind of
application. A first attempt to define a hybrid unicast/multicast
solution was proposed in [22] with a multipoint communication
platform constituted by a number of Multipoint Connection
Units (MCUs) [23] connected to each other, and implemented
as a software router by using Click [24][25] to manage
multicast communications locally. Unfortunately, its
deployment and management are too complex. Other solutions,
based on peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks [26-28], have
been proposed in the past with the same objectives, but may
present instabilities due to peer volatility [29] and free-riding
[30].
On the contrary, the virtual presence facility proposed in
this paper allows a remote-learning service provider to create
one Personal Network for each classroom, where both teacher
and students can also share their devices (e.g. laptops, tablets,
storage devices) to populate the virtual classroom, so having
the feeling that they are in the same physical room together.
Another application scenario where the virtual presence can
play an important role is an IP-based video-surveillance system
[31-33] where the cameras, although attached to different local
area networks, can be dynamically exported to the same
Personal Network of the system operators. In this way, video
flows never exit the network as happens with an over-the-top
approach, so achieving an enormous gain in terms of network
traffic reduction, end-to-end delay optimization and security.
Moreover, thanks to the NFV approach, other facilities can be
added to the service, for example including in the service chain
a video encryption tool for secure multimedia transmission
[34], or a video-transmission rate controller [35-36] to change
the transmission rate and the quality at destination dynamically
according to the state of the end-to-end path.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper considered the future Internet scenario where a
Telco Operator, by leveraging on the joint SDN/NFV
paradigm, together with a fog computing approach, is able to
run both network and application functions in a virtualized
form on the nodes at the edge of the network. In this context,
starting from the concept of Personal Network proposed by the

INPUT project, this paper proposes an add-on that allows the
owner of a personal network to share smart devices with other
personal networks, in such a way that users in the destination
personal network can use it as it were connected locally.
The work is in progress, since we are planned to integrate
its implementation with the INPUT platform, testing its
performance by varying the number of devices shared in the
same personal network and the throughput to be managed by
each virtual presence in different hardware equipment, and
defining mechanisms to guarantee security and trustworthiness
for shared devices.
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